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JULY ART PROGRAM MIXES MUSIC
AND MEDIA
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Incoming students, parents reveal their
first impressions of Bowling Green
APWL ELLIOTT
aprilM^bgnci.bgsu.cdu

THE BG NEWS

At
Orientation
and
Registration, students and their
parents are bombarded with a
variety of information regarding
life at Bowling Green State
University.
Parents and students alike are
having a hard time retaining all
the information presented to
them in two days time. Evejyone
does have one activity that they
found particularly enjoyable and
informative, however.
Angela
Macioce,
from
Blacklick, Ohio, has a daughter
who will be attending BGSU in
the fall. Macioce said, "The welcome meeting went really easy, it
was on-time, and went smoothly
and quick. I thought it was well
planned and I really enjoyed it."
If anything Macioce simply
had a good first experience on
campus. "Everyone has made me
feel welcome,"
she said.
"Everything went smoothly and it
was well planned out."
Donald
Hixon,
from
Springfield, Ohio will be coming
as
an
Architecture
and
Environmental Design major in
the fall. As a prospective student
Hixon went through a number of
different activities than the parents.
Hixon said, "I like the welcome. It was to the point, it didn't have a lot of extra information
and it was short."
If anything, Hixon didn't
enjoy the meeting about residence life; "I slept through it."
Overall, however, Hixon said, "I
enjoyed orientation, its been a
good experience."
Emily Hois, from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, will be undecided
when she comes to BGSU this
fall. Hois said she enjoyed Cafe
Freddie the most, "it was a place
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"/ thought the campus
was working hard to
make the students feel
comfortable. The faculty
members here are more
user friendly than other
Universities. I was
impressed."
SUSAN HOIS
itufcut Mtkr

to finally relax after all that information—plus I enjoy listening to
Jordan's live music."
Hois selected BGSU after a
visit in the fall, "I was looking for
a Division I diving school with a
good business program." The
diving coach at BGSU, Phil
Koester, also made Hois want to
come to school here.
The best part of Hois' day,
however, was the athletic meeting
she attended. "They made the
overwhelming aspects of sports
more practical. With the tutoring and study sessions there are a
lot of people who I know won't
let me fail."
Susan Hois, Emily's mother,
had a good experience at
Orientation too. "I thought the
campus was working hard to
make the students feel comfortable. The faculty members here
are more user friendly than other
Universities. I was impressed."
Katie Burke, from Buffalo,
New York will be attending the
University as a dietetics major in
the fall. Burke says the campus
seems to be friendly and that it
should be a lot of fun.
Burke said, "Colors was my
favorite, because we got to go
into groups. It was the first
chance we had to relax and sit
around with other incoming students."
Kathi Burke, Katie's mother.

said, "I was impressed with Amy
O'Donnell—she was wonderful."
Burke also found the session
on class scheduling very useful.
"Overall, I found everyone very
friendly," Burke said, "the campus is beautiful—I can see
beyond the construction. I was
very impressed with all the programs. I think Katie will be safe
here."
Cathy Rubal from Chardon,
Ohio knows orientations, this
was her fourth. "A lot didn't
phase me," she said. "I just took
it in stride. I knew it wasn't all
crucial."
Rubal said, "I thought the
videos and vignettes were very
well done. I compared it to other
Orientations, and I thought it
was a stark presentation. The
ones on acquaintance rape and
alcohol were well done and serious. I hope the University can
impress on the students the same
concerns on both issues."
Amanda Rubal, Cathy's
daughter will be coming to
BGSU in an undecided major. "I
enjoyed the colors activity,"
Rubal said. "It was more down to
our level, we got information
from behind the scenes from the
leaders. Also, we actually got to
meet people and didn't have to sit
with our parents. Plus I like
Ziggy Zoomba," she said.
Rubal's overall impression of
campus was a good one; "it's a
really pretty campus. People here
are really friendly, it's a comfortable college."
Even with all the information
that students and parents are
given during their two-day stay
on-campus for Orientation,
everyone seems to come out of it
with a good impression of BGSU.
Besides, why else would they have
chosen to come here in the fall?

GOODBYE PROUT HALL!
As port of another phase of construction to
mate way for the new Union, work oews
began the demolition of Prout Hall on
Monday. The residence hall hos been closed

Shown right and below, a crane removes both
exterior and interior material from Prout
Hall. The building is being removed because
the new Union will cover more surface area
than the original.
The BG News will feature more new Union
coverage in the coming weeks.

BG News Photos

O-Reg assistants find summer
work rewarding, meaningful
APRIL ELLIOTT
iprille^fegnrf. bfjiu.edu
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The student staff for
Orientation and Registration
has been working closely
with parents and students for
a little over a week now.
Newcomers
to
the
Orientation and Registration
Assistant's (ORAs) job have
realized how important of a
job it is.
The Senior
Orientation and Registration
Assistant's (SORAs) are also
realizing how meaningful
their jobs are.
Nicole Messmann, a
senior physical therapy
major is a SORA this year.
Messmann worked for the
program last year and wanted to come back.
Messmann lives on campus, and works all day with
the students and parents who
come through the program.
"I really like emceeing the
game show this year,"
Messmann said. "It's good
seeing people have fun with it
at the end of the day."

As part of the game show,
BG Bucks, there is a period of
open karaoke. Messmann
said, "I really enjoyed having
the 'Thong Song' dedicated
to me by four boys, and
lordan singing 'Crazy' for
me."
Only one thing has concerned Messmann thus far,
"everyone asks if Bowling
Green has an eighty percent
STD rate. Where are they
getting this?"
Michelle Love, a senior
elementary education major
is a first year ORA. Love also
enjoys the BG Bucks game
show, however she also
enjoys Cafe Freddie.
Love said, "I enjoy sitting
around and talking to the
parents at the Cafe, I get the
chance to reassure them that
their students will be all right
here."
More importantly, however, the ORAs have all discovered that the job is actually more meaningful than
they could have ever thought.
As Messmann said, "It's
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awesome to be walking
through campus and have
freshman remember me.
Working Orientation has
made me appreciate BGSU
more. I love the core values
now."
lordan Ohler, a sophomore political science major
is a first year ORA that has
the same sentiment as
Messmann.
"Explaining to students that
BGSU is a great place to go to
school," Ohler said. "I even
have a tattoo of the core values on the small of my back."
Love agrees, "I have really
been enjoying it. I love this
job. I didn't think I'd get this
into it, but it brings out
myself."
Parents and students have
also been responding positively to the role the ORAs
play in Orientation.
According to Angela
Macioce of Blacklick, Ohio,
whose daughter will be here
in the fall, "everyone has
made me fell welcome, I really like all the ORAs."

Continuing Education, International &
Summer Programs
Monday-Friday
7:30a.m.-5 p.m.

Updolad weekly this summer. Search the news archives and stay in touch when you're ouf of town with The BG News site
>
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OPINION
school officials, would decide
whether to choose a student
speaker before the games.
Students, not teachers, would
elect the speaker. And the speaker, a student, would decide
whether to offer a nonscctarian
prayer or no prayer at all.
In a 6-3 decision, the high
court said the policy entangled
the school in religion, while
opening the door to a majoritarian approach to public worship.
But based on prior court rulings, the approach looked more
like an accommodation of religion, not an establishment.
In the crucial 1992 Lee v.
Weisman case that struck down
high-school graduation prayers,
the justices objected to prayers
orchestrated by public officials
—but upheld the practice of
student-led petitions.
The more serious problem is
the exotic claim about the

For both sides in the nation s
church-state
battles,
the
Supreme Court's recent ruling
against school prayer was a
bridge too far.
Opponents of classroom
prayer have strangely redefined
voluntary religious speech as
coercion. Supporters, by exaggerating the importance of public benedictions, have invited a
crackdown on legitimate religious expression.
The Santa Fe School District
in Texas called its prayer policy
at football games a reasonable
compromise: Students, not
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the most secular-minded of the
Founders.
When Thomas Jefferson
penned his famous Bill for
Establishing Religious Freedom,
he opposed tax support for
churches and religious tests for
public office—not public religious speech.
Admittedly, the push for
school prayers has gotten off
track. Supporters often link the
decline in public morals to
court decisions banning classroom prayers and Bible reading,
lesus said the prayers of the
faithful can move mountains.
But surely it will take more than
watered-down prayers to an
undefined Deity to promote
piety or greater respect for faith.
Religious conservatives will
be tempted to decry the court
ruling in apocalyptic terms: the
end of any vestige of faith in
public schools. Chief Justice
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I ook lor upcoming articles tli.it will provide an indepth look at the incoming class ol BGSU students!

Letters to the Editor Policy
Letters to the Editor.
Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in
response to a current issue
on the BGSU campus or
Bowling Green area.
Guest Columns. Longer
pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest
Column or Letter, bring a
copy on a labeled disk
(Microsoft Word, Mac
compatible) to 210 West
Hall and leave it in the
Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send it on e-mail to
timJee<?bgnet. bgsu.edu
and give it the subject,
"Letter to the Editor."

Opinions expressed in
columns and letters to the
editor are not necessarily
those of the student body,
faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials
are the opinion of the
Summer 2000 BG News
staff.
The BG News encourages
its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the
Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.

Rehnquist, in his dissent, complained that the majority's opinion "bristles with hostility to all
things religious in public life."
Fie may be right. But Haynes,
who advises school districts in
church-state disputes, says
prayer supporters should use
the decision as a catalyst for
changing the culture of public
education. Students can still
meet for prayer, form Bible
study groups, and even distribute religious literature on school
grounds. Teachers can use textbooks that teach America's religious history. Churches can pair
volunteer mentors with at-risk
kids. People of faith have invested enough energy on efforts
loaded with symbolism but light
on substance.
Meanwhile, religious liberals
should do a little soul-searching. For all the talk of coercion,
how exactly does it bruise any-

one's conscience to stand
respectfully for a benediction at
an after-school event?
The Rev. Barry Lynn, executive director of Americans
United for the Separation of
Church and State, has actually
suggested
that
classroom
prayers could produce the kinds
of alienated youth who stage a
Columbine-style
shooting
spree. In the name of civility,
these activists are poisoning
civic discourse.
Government seems more
interested in cultivating public
schools as religious-free zones
than in molding students into
well-rounded citizens. Maybe
it's time we prayed the Supreme
Court got out of the schoolprayer business altogether.

Suffering from a case
of the advising blues
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF

The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the
academic year and weekly
during the summer semester.

EDITORIAL

www. bgnews. com/opinion

alleged psychological "coercion"
of student prayers. The majority
of the court worries about
"immense social pressure" to
participate, but neglects the fact
that no one is compelled to
attend after-school sports
events.
The justices essentially argue
that in the wide orbit of public
education, religious speech—
unlike political speech or even
profanity—is inherently coercive. The remedy: Use the power
of government to keep faith in
the closet.
But that cannot be the thinking behind the Establishment
Clause. People do not have a
constitutional right to never
hear speech they might disagree
with. Public schools used to be a
tilace to learn that basic civics
rrsson.
Moreover, the court's reasoning is a far cry from that of even
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Supreme rulings are not divine intervention
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It says in the BGSU
Undergraduate Catalog that
academic advisers are supposed
to assist students in the "long
range planning of their programs."
Yeah, you give us twelve
thousand dollars a year for four
years and we'll see what happens is about all of the long
range planning assistance I have
received.
Last week was the second
time in a month that I have
been gaffled by the counselors
of Bowling Green. I went in
with questions, a good idea of
what was going on, and a smile
on my face. When I left five
minutes later I was laughing at
what a joke the counselor they
set me up with was. She didn't
know what was going on and
she seemed to dislike people in
general. I got up in the middle
of our little meeting, left her
office, and switched my specialization in hope of getting a new
counselor.
1 had advisers contradict
each other about major issues,
give me the wrong information,
and plain waste my time. 1
know where I want to go in my
academic career, my path just
needs a little fine-tuning. The
classes I have been taking are
irrelevant if I don't know if I am
on the right path or not.
You would think that
spending the huge sums of
money and four years of my
life, there would be someone to

H

give me an idea of what the hell
is going on.
While I have been pimped
by the counseling here, I did not
have to look far to find another
good example of bad counseling. My friend who goes to
BGSU was not told of a "policy
change" that screwed her on her
entry to MCO this summer. A
semester before last she was told
she was allowed to take three
needed classes the semester
before MCO begins. She took
the three. Then the administration changed their minds and
said only two and screwed her.
What was she supposed to do,
go back every two weeks and
ask, "Is it still OK that I'm taking these classes?" It is the student's responsibility to see the
counselor every once and a
while, but there should be a
level stability and trust in the
obligation of the counselor.
Another example is still not
far away. Another friend was
not told he needed a certain
class to graduate until he found
out during his senior year. He
had to add the class to his
already jam-packed schedule in
order to graduate on time. Also,
it seems that when faced with a
choice, the counselors always
seem to error on the side of
keeping you here longer.
From my experience and
the experience of others I know,
shortcuts are always secrets. If
there is an easier way of doing
something it will not be
brought up until it is pried out
of them.
While I am talking smack
about only certain counselors
(you know who you are...do
you care?), there are of course,
plenty of good counselors who

E
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should be commended (and
you know who you are). The
counselors who go out of their
way and enjoy their jobs should
be thanked and appreciated for
their good deeds. These are the
counselors who make students'
lives a little easier, help them
graduate a little earlier, and help
them move on.
And to the counselors who
make our lives harder and try to
keep us here forever to drain
our pockets—get a new job. Go
work somewhere were you
don't have an impact on people's lives. Go see a counselor,
lust please don't be sitting
across the desk telling me you
don't know what this degree
does or if I should specialize in
this to get that job.
The thing that really pisses
me off is that for the money I
am spending to go to college
here, I am sure that some of it
goes to pay for that counselor's
salary. The advisers that I have •
come into contact with so far at ".
the university could tell me ;
what the general requirements •
were, and that's about it. Try !
another adviser. He or she will
contradict what the first one
said. Try a third. It even gets
worse.
Can anybody out there give
me advice as to which degree or
specialization would get me
where, what employers are
looking for, and what classes I
should take? Students? Faculty?
Obviously the academic advisers can't help me. I mean, come
on counselors, it's your job to
serve students and help them go
places in their lives. Until I find
someone helpful I have decided
to go and dig up information
on my own.
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Happy trails for Bowling Green
Slippery Elm Trail offers city residents exercise in a scenic environment
I>1 u
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Sorry Bowling Green, the
. now out Wood County
haa an outdoor, multi-purpose
recreational facility that is truly
oneol northwest Ohio's gems,
The Slippery Elm Trail, a 13mile stretch ol paved asphalt that
stretches from the heart ol
Bowling Green south to North
Baltimore, is becoming one ol
area's most popular summertime
features.
And it is in dangei ■; losing
its distinction as one ol Bowling
(Ireen's best-kept secrets.
"oli, I use it probably about
once a week," says Bowling < ireen
resident Gaynelle Predmore
while leisurely walking the trail
one late lune afternoon. "I've
been all the way to North
Baltimore and back."
The Slippery Elm Trail, operated and maintained by the
Wood County Park District,
otters a scenic, il.n and relatively
straight course lor walking, running, roller-blading, bicycling,
wheel chairs and horse back riding. In the winter, the trail is
used lor cross country skiing.
At its northernmost point,
the [rail originates at the
Montessori School of Howling
Green (630 S. Maple St. at Sand
Ridge Road). After passing under
the Kt. 0 overpass, the trail travels
through miles ol rural northwest
Ohio farmland, prairies, fores)
and even remnants ,il the « Ireal
Black Swamp.

Foi the best view ol what the
Great Black Swamp looked like
when it covered all ol Wood
County to the southern shore! Ol
lake Trie, travel the trail about
lour miles outside of Bowling
Green.
There, just south of
Greensburg Pike, are acres of
seemingly untouched swamp
land teeming with numerous
varieties of plant, insect and animal life.
Tin (.real Black Swamp was
ditch-drained in the early 1800s
to allow farmers to access north
west I lino's rich soil.
The trail passes just west ol
Portage and straight through
Rudolph, which welcomes Us
guests with a sign proclaiming
"The Detrest Village in Wood
County."
Stone mile-markers inform
trail users ol their distance from
the Bowling Green and North
Baltimore ending points.
Patty Giardello is very familiar with the Slippery Elm Trail.
She uses it daily to travel from
her home in Bowling Green to
hei garden off of Rudolph Road
and then on to North Baltimore.
"I take .ill early in the morning, she says from her threewheeled bicycle toting freshly
picked peas. "I go down and have
a couple of beers and shoot the
bull." The 75-year-old Giardello
savs she uses the trail from spring
through fall, as long as the weather permits.
like other new recreational
trails across the country, the
Slippery Elm Trail is a former

railroad line. In 1875, a railroad
was built from Tontogany (near
the M.iumee River northwest ol
BGI to Bowling Green. Later, in
the 1890s, the line was extended
south to North Baltimore.

In

Tontogany, the rail line connected to other main lines, allowing
access to larger cities in southern
Ohio. According to the Wood
t ounty Park District, the first rail
lines on this route were made
from the wood of slippery elm
trees.

Over a century later, the

Slippery Elm Trail is the railroads lasting legacy.
"I use it about once a week,"
says Ben Sleavenson of Bowling
Green, who was one of do/ens
enjoying a beautiful summer
evening on the trail.
The trail is patrolled daily by
park rangers
The trail terminates at East
Broadway (Eagleville Road) in
North Baltimore.
Parking is
available in Bowling < oeen at the
Montessori School's parking lot,
except during school hours.
Other BG parking is available at
the Kramer Road trail crossing
directly behind Wal-Mart at the
entrance to the Gypsy lane
Estates.
Barking is also available in
Portage, Rudolph and North
Baltimore.
The Slippery Elm

Mithoel lebmkuhle

Trail is

open daily from 6 a.m. to one
hour alter sunset.

Cyclists enjoy ihe Slippery Elm Trail which stretches 13 miles (torn Bowling Cteen to North Baltimore The trail was constructed
in the late 1800s os a railrood link that would allow Bowling Green to access a main roiltotid lo Cincinnati
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Feeling tense? Downtown business offers

Catching Up

massage therapy to help tame tension
WENDY SUTO
wtuto9bgnec.bgtu.edu

THE BG HEWS

Did you know thai there is
such a thing as massage therapy?
)ust ask Bobbie Sutton,
Bowling Green's own massage
therapist.
"I specialize in deep tissue
massage, and my clientele has
included both men and women
ranging from babies to athletes
to pregnant women to the elderly," Sutton said. "The elderly are
a blessing to work on because
many of them are not used to
touch."
Located at 126 North Main
Street, Sutton is an Ohio
Medical Board licensed massage
therapist. Shcrlynn Smith is also
another licensed massage therapist at the same location.
"We get along well together,"
Sutton said. "Her therapy is
completely opposite from mine.
She works lighter and I work
deeper; this complements well."
Born in Toledo, Sutton has
been at this location for over
two years. She gets her customers mostly through word of
mouth. Occasionally, she places
advertisements in local newspapers advertising holiday massages.
She is a 1996 graduate of the
American
Institute
of
Massotherapy in Tiffin, Ohio.
"It was a two-and-a-half year
program, in which I was trained
in anatomy, physiology and various massage techniques,"
Sutton said.
Sutton's interest in therapeutic massage stemmed from
her being a national competitor
in body building some years
ago.
"I would get released for
massages," she said. "It was very
fascinating to me and I wanted
to know everything about massage therapy."
According to Sutton's promo-

tional materials, the benefits for
therapeutic massage are as follows:
-I increases blood circulation which improves nutrition
to all cells of the body and hastens elimination of wastes and
toxins;
—I promotes body awareness
which allows the client to exercise a measure of self-control;
J helps to restore normal

"I've had people start
crying or laughing.
They often like to
talk for a while if
they have never had
a massage to help
them become more
comfortable."
BOBBIE SUTTON
Menage Therapist

range of motion to tissues that
have stiffened due to overuse,
disuse, injury, or surgery;
J improves muscle tone and
helps prevent or delay muscle
control atrophy due to forced
inactivity;
□ improves athletic performance;
Q increases lymph circulation, so to eliminate excess
intercellular fluid and destroy
foreign elements entering the
body;
_l disperses the edema following injury to tendons and
ligaments;
Zi increases sense of wellbeing;
Q and one need only relax,
allowing the body to discover
new avenues for releasing its
worries.
Sutton has observed a variety of emotions in her clients,
especially if they are experienc-

ing their first massage.
"I've had people start crying
or laughing," she said. "They
often like to talk for a while if
they have never had a massage
to help them become more
comfortable."
But even if her clients don't
tell her what they are feeling
with regards to their emotions
or what problems they are having with their body, Sutton's
hands will usually find out what
is going on.
Men and women usually
come into Sutton's office with
different reasons for getting a
massage.
"Men come more for muscle
release while women just want
to relax and stay quiet for
awhile," Sutton said.
Many people have myths
centering around massage therapy, the most notorious has
been whether or not the client
will remain covered during the
massage.
"I work within their comfort
zone," Sutton said. "The best
way to receive a massage is in the
nude. Of course, draping is used
at all times to protect their privacy."
If one can afford it, Sutton
feels people should come in for
a massage roughly a couple of
times each month. Even once a
month would be better to keep
the muscles stretched and the
blood flowing properly.
"I always use oil because it
slides around the body easier
and reduces skin friction,"
Sutlon said. "I also use
hydrotherapy, which is a big part
of my service."
To schedule an appointment
or to simply receive more information, call (419) 287-4526 or
(419) 262-6410. The hours are
Monday through Fridays 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., Saturdays 9 a.m. to 1
p.m.

BG New Photo
Political science faculty members Neal Jesse oral Mote Simon look some lime out of their schedules on Monday lo loss the ball
around and enjoy a cool summer day.

Student loans undergo major changes
ClAIRE ZULKEY
TMS CAMPUS

As of July 1, the interest rate
on student loans will increase by
1.25 percentage points. Due lo
increases in interest rates set by
the Federal Reserve Board over
the past year, the rate that borrowers must pay is going to
increase to 8.25 percent, the
maximum rate that most borrowers are responsible for paying under federal student-loan
law.
This new rate hike will affect
almost all borrowers in repayment, as federal student loans
have variable interest rates that
are adjusted annually, no matter
how long ago the loan was taken
out. Education Department
officials, however, say that borrowers can take advantage of the
current lower rales for the duration of their loans if they consolidate them before July I.
By consolidating multiple
loans into one, borrowers can

PARENTS & STUDENTS:
Did you know
UPS offers an

receive a fixed interest rate that
is based on the weighted average
of the rates on the underlying
loans. Since rates have been at a
historic low, department officials say, refinancing could save
borrowers with $20,000 in debt
about $1,500 in interest charges
over the lives of their loans.
"I think I should have been
told that," says Sarah Mallin, a
graduate student at the School
of the Art Institute in Chicago,
of her lender, Student Loan
Servicing Center. Sarah, like
most other students, was not
aware of the impending rate
hike, and the window of opportunity to make use of the old
rates.
Because the news of the rate
change came rather late, May 25,
just as students were leaving for
summer vacation, the Education
Department has been pushing
hard the last few weeks to alert
borrowers of the upcoming rale
change through promotions.
Meanwhile, colleges have
been deciding whether or not to

inform alumni of the rate
change. Some did nothing at all,
while others have sent letters to
graduates, or posted a notice in
their alumni publications.
"Since all my loans come
through my school, I think that
they should have told me about
the rate change. They don't have
anything to lose from doing so,
only the students have something to lose," says Caryn
Rousseau, a senior at the
University of Missouri.
"Now," says Susan Conner,
head of public relations at USA
Group, a loan company, "people
are really going to have to hustle
to get their consolidations in on
time."
"We think that students!
should consolidate now," says)
Corye Barbour, legislative direc-tor at the United States Student
Association. However, regarding!
the lack of public awareness of
the rate change, she comments,"There is and should be a notifi-!
cation process. Unfortunately,;
these communication paths areoften imperfect."

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!

EARN&UEARN

505 CLOUGH -CAMPUS MANOR
Two Bedroom, Furnished, One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00

BGSU students are
eligible up to

451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiency
Full Bath, School Year -One Person Rate- $350.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $320.00
720 SECOND -One Bedroom, Furnished
lull Bath, Large Units
School Year -One Person Rate- $405.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
810 & 815 FOURTH -One Bedroom, Furnished

program?

$23,000
Tuition Assistance for
their college career!
* beginning the first day of employment!

UPS Earn & Learn is designed for you, the student. Many students
rely on part-time employment to help defray the cost of their college
education. Others work for extra spending cash, and take advantage
of our Education Assistance. Whatever the motivation, the UPS Earn
& Leam program provides the means for students to achieve their
higher education goals by providing up to $23,000 Tuition Assistance.

Package Handlers
Gain valuable leadership skills and practical business skills. Earn great
pay and receive extensive benefits that exceed what many companies
offer even full-time employees.

HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET:
-' Great starting pay of $8.50-$9.50/hour with
annual raises
Weekly paycheck
$3,000 per year in Education Assistance
ConSern' Student Loan Payback Program
Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours a day
• Set shift schedules
NO WEEKENDS or holidays
401(k) and Stock Purchase Plan
• Fully paid medical/life insurance
Paid vacations and holidays
Advancement opportunity

Call TODAY! (419) 891 -6820
orvisitwww.upsjobs.com
I

School Year -One Person Rate- $400.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, Furnished
One Bath, Vanity in Hall
School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedrooms, Furnished
2 Baths
School Year- Two Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $425.00

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell
^
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July art schedule offers mixed bag of media
JEREMY JOHNSTON
jercmyjt? bgncl.bgsu.edu

THE IG HEWS
Listen up all you fun-seeking Generation Y hipsters: in

case you weren't inspired
enough to get up off the couch
or ungluc the phone from your
ear last month to visit the
Toledo Museum of Art, maybe
the month of July will offer you
some motivation. Yes, this may
entail not being able to listen to
your new "Matchbox-Twenty"
or "Phish" albums for a couple
of hours, but it is well worth the
time, effort and sacrifices to
drive up to Toledo and pop your
head in. You may be surprised,
and you might learn something
as well.
The Toledo Museum of Art
sponsors It's Friday, where every
Friday from 6-10 p.m. the
Museum galleries and public
spaces become one of ""iledo's
hot spots for college erudites like
yourselves.
On July 7, you can enjoy the
bluesy sounds of Bobby Smith
and the Blues Attack Band In
Club Friday. At 6:45 p.m., take a
free tour of The Great American
Pop Art Store: Multiples of the
Sixties exhibition. Coinciding

with the current exhibition, hear mation about the wines. twins, triplets, quads, quints, Toledo Museum of Art's School Barthold, and the Chicken
a lecture given by Dr. Jeffrey Reservations for this exhibition and so on to come and enjoy of Design. Soda and Twinkies Pickers sing the folk songs that
Double Your Fun: A Special will be served as a very special
Brown called The Transition of are necessary.
made the decade famous.
Come and dance like a feck- Evening for Families of treat. Reservations for this one
Popular Art into High Art at
Reservations for this main
are
also
necessary
for
space
is
Multiples
in
the
Family
Center.
less
fool
on
July
21,
and
join
the
7:30 p.m. in the Museum's Little
limited. And attraction are necessary. A free
Theatre.
Dr.
from 7 to 9:30
Brown will disp.m., stop by public tour called The Libbey
cuss how the|
the
Little Legacy will be offered at 6:45
pop art moveTheatre
and p.m. At 6:30 and 8 p.m., make
ment of the 60s!
|watch videos
redefined the
multiple copies of your own
on pop artists.
boundaries!
Experience the image, using a stencil process of
between comlives
of these color printmaking popularized
mercial
andl
exciting artists
media ait and
by Andy Warhol during the Silk
such as Andy
fine art.
Warhol,
)im Screen Print Workshop. Cut a
On July 14,
Dine,
Robert
stencil, attach it to silk stretched
you can cornel
Rauschenberg over a frame, and transfer to
hear the pop|
and more.
rock group. Jack
Unwind your paper with a squeegee. Change
Rabbit Slim, in
arduous bar- the color and print again...just
Club Friday. A
hopping week bring your ideas! But remember,
free tour of Thel
Jwith
the
Great American
smooth blues you have to get off your couch!
Pop Art Store is
Remember, admission into
sounds of Blue
available again
Metro in Club the museum is free. There may
at 6:45 p.m. At
Photo Provided Friday on July
7:30 p.m., cele28. More music be a small fee for some of the
brate the effer- Showing this month ot the Toledo Museum of Art: A Minkal Party, oil on tonvos, by Gerrit Von Honthorst.
will stir your exhibits, but it's worthwhile.
vescent
60's
with a variety of cheeses, breads, swing group Hep Cat Revival in Families will learn how to create soul when you attend A 60s Folk Hopefully some of you will
Friday. The Great multiple images using various Festival at 7 p.m. in the Great make plans to see some of the
crackers and fruits to compli- Club
ment the wide selection of American Pop Art Show—still methods of printing. All art- Gallery. Bring your voices and
wines. Tim Schulien will lead free at 6:45 p.m.. At 7 p.m., the work produced will be displayed join Hank Paulcy, Dave attractions because they won't
the way with important infor- Museum invites families with in the hallway galleries of the Browning, Claudia Cooper, Jon be there long.

Like a sfory? Hove a question?

WIVJVi .bgnews.tOttl

Send an e-mail!
REPORTER/EDITOR

E-mail addresses now
appear in the bylines of
all BG News articles!

Cinemark Theatres

hii/her e-mail add«
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SAH Bowling Green State Univerity Pining Services
Summer 2000
Hours of Operation
Founders

Kreisher Sundial Food Court

June I 7 & 18
Food Court
7 am - 6:30 pm
,m „,
June 19-23
Food Court
7 am - 6:30 pm
Keepers Coffee Shop 7 am - I pm
June 24 & 25
Food Court
10 am -6:30 pm

Breakfast 7 am- 10 am
Lunch
'l:30 am - ,:30 Pm
Dinner
4:30 r
pm - 6:30 pm

June 26 - 30
Food Court
7 am - 6:30 pm
Keepers Coffee Shop 7 am - I pm
July I & 2
Food Court

7 am - 6:30 pm

July 3
Food Court
7 am - 6:30 pm
Keepers Coffee Shop 7 am - I pm
July 4
Food Court

June

|8: Open for Dinner only

June 19-23: Open for Breakfast. Lunch,
& Dinner
June 24: Open for Breakfest & Lunch only
June 25: Open for Dinner only
June 26 - 29: Open for Breakfast. Lunch,
& Dinner
June 30: Open for Breakfest & Lunch only
July I - 5: Closed all week

10 am - 6:30 pm

July 5 - 7
Food Court
7 am - 6:30 pm
Keepers Coffee Shop 7 am - I pm

July 6: Open for Dinner only
July 7: Open for Breakfast, Lunch.
& Dinner

_
University
Bookstore
(In the Saddleinirc Student Services Building)
conveniently located on campus

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

! USED & NEW
j TEXTBOOKS
I
I
I
I
I Store Hours:
™ I
I
I
I Phone: 372-2851 0! I
L
J
Large Selection of BGSU Clothing
• Special Order Book Service

• Children's Books

•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Sellers
Paperbacks
Computer Software & Supplies
Magazines
Calculators
BGSU Clothing

•
•
•
•

Film & Developing
Greeting Cards
Health & Beauty Aids
Gifts

• Art & School Supplies

7:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday
Closed Saturday & Sunday

^charge I

MasterCard

Pttf.6
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'Me, Myself and Irene — See
it for you, yourself, and...
PETE STELLA
pitcl|j(*bgne[ bg*u edu
THE BG NEWS

What do you gel when you
cross Jim Carrey and the
Farrelly brothers?
A) a boring, take-yourgrandmother-to-see-it
movie
B) high class porn
C) a sick, distorted comedy
D) Carrey in one of his best
movies
E)C and D
If you have seen "Me, Myself,
and Irene," then you should
have answered E.
Carrey and the Farrelly
brothers, who shared success in
the cult hit "Dumb and
Dumber," team up to focus on
the funny side of someone suffering from split personalities.
Carrey plays Rhode Island
state trooper Charlie Bailygates
who thinks he has the perfect
life. The movie starts as he is
marrying the girl of his dreams
and moves to her giving birth to
three black sons—the product
of an affair with a limo driver.
Charlie's wife leaves him with
the responsibility of caring for
the children. Hut instead of
pulling a stunt like blowing up a
building or taking hostages,
Charlie holds all his aggression
inside. And it builds up over

time.
His aggression results in his
split personality, Hank, who is
different than Charlie in every
way. He is aggressive, cocky and
plain and simply mean as hell.
He even starts a fight with a kid
over a dirty look.
Both Hank and Charlie do
develop feelings for Irene,
played by Renee Zellweger. She

WfONfSDAv, JULY 5,2000

"SCARY"
STARS

Marlon and Shawn
Wayans wrote the
screenplay (or Scary
Movie," a takeoff of
"Stream" and other
thriller movies. The
brothers rioim lo be
"equal opportunity
offenders" in their
newest film, which is
scheduled
lo
be
released ihis Friday.
'Scary Movie" is
directed by their older
brother Keenen Ivory
Wayans.

Carrey brilliantly plays both
Charlie and Hank and his knack
for physical comedy and toilet
humor makes for a ton of
laughs. Along the way, Charlie's
three sons grow uo to be monsters and also the smartest ones
in their class. They almost steal
the movie with their brand of
humor, which stems from
Charlie letting them watch

Photo Provided

'Real World' Mormon may be
in trouble with BYU
Ct.MRI ZULKEl
TMS CAMPUS
If you check the MTV Web
Photo Pi
Provided
Me, Myself and Irene — Proof that split personalities tause side-splitting laughs.

stars as a small time criminal,
who gets pulled over in Rhode
Island and has an outstanding
warrant for her arrest in New
York. Irene also has some powerful friends, who wouldn't
mind seeing her six feet under.
Officer Bailygates then gets
the assignment to escort Irene
back to the Big Apple. And along
the way, he loses his medication
for his illness.

Richard Pyror movies. There is
also a chicken getting placed
somewhere uncomfortable, a
dildo scene and an ugly, albino
waiter who tags along with
Charlie, Hank and Irene.
Overall, I enjoyed the movie.
The three black sons add to the
comedic insanity of the movie
as Charlie tries to keep Irene
out
of harm's way and his
own.

site, you'd know lulie Stoffer,
"remains a committed Mormon
and plans to go lo church every
Sunday." Despite her commitment, however, she may be in
trouble
with
her
school,
Brighant Young University.
"Coed living is not cool with
BYU," said the blonde 20-yearold from Del.itield, Wise, during the season premiere ol
MTVs "The Real World
This, ot course, conflicts
with the entire premise of the
show, where seven young men

and women live together in a
mansion in New Orleans. The
school's honor code, however,
forbids even entering the bed
room of a member of the opposite sex, on or oil campus, let
alone living with one.
Early on. Stutter knew thai
the school, sponsored by the
Church ol lesus Christ ol I atter
day Saints, would have problems
with coed habitation.
"1 might even gel kicked
out," she said on a c.istinj; spe
cial that aired a week before the
show's season premiere.
"While [the regulation! is
part ol the honor code," u"

Carri lenkins, a spokesperson
lor BYU, "No decision has vet
been made. We have vet to hear
some ol lulie's concerns."
lulie's father, Mm Stoflersaid
that the school "hasn't said anything. So far there hasn't been
much

communication,

lulie

does have plans lo go back to
school, though."
Mi. Staffer added that lie
believes th.it the whole conflict
between

lulie and BYU was

somewhat "fabricated."

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church

Church
Directory

We invite you into
our church family
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.

Pastor Dale Schaefer
Visit the LOFT. A ministry lor students
315 S. College Drive
3 Blocks South of Campus
419-353-9305
email: stmarkbg@wcnet.org
ELCA •• "The Welcome Place"

Church of the Nazarene

till COMMUNITY Q/'CHRIST
LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER

| 1124 E. Wooster St.

352-5101 >

Sunday Traditional Worship
Sunday School and
Contemporary Worship

Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

Worship Services Sunday
8:30 am & 11:00am
9:45 Sunday School
University Power Hour: 12 Noon

10:00 am
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Christian Education For All Ages
• Music • Nursery • Care •

Pastor David Cook Young
126 S. Church, Bowling Green

352-5176

God loves you and has an answer for your life.
/including ('allege and ('artti ('la I * >

10:30 am
6:00 pni
7:00 pni
Anytime!

Morning Worship
Evening KelliiHship Hour
Wednesday Evening dibit' Study & Prayer
Come & talk

LOFT RENTALS
jPRE-REG SPECIAL

g 419-352-5475
Plan 1

offer expires 7/30/00

Loft
$95.00
Set-up
$25.00
Take down ...FREE
Subtotal
$120.00
Tax
$7.20
Total
$127.20

Refrigerator Rental
3.1 CU
1.5 CU

$55.00+Tax
$35.00+Tax

17202 N. Mercer Rd.
Call 353-9013 for Information

9:30 am Sunday School classes for alt ayes

749 South Wintergarden Road
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

TT*~-

(In association with WK1.S)

S^l

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

SPACE SAVERS Inc.
T

\ WELCOME
— STUDENTS

Looking for a traditional Lutheran Service?
Come to Abiding Word Lutheran Church (ELS)

Web Site: http://www.wcnet.org/-sestep
Email Address
sestep@wcnet.org
1269 Conneaut Ave. BG, OH
352-2289

First Presbyterian Church
Sunday Worship
Church School

«%

405 Thurstin Av.
Bowling Green

Plan 2
Loft
$95.00
Take down ...FREE
Subtotal
$95.00
Tax
$5.70
Total
$100.00

Pastor David K Path
(419) 352-0417

IF

St. Thomas More
University Church
5:00p.m. Saturday; 10:00a.m. Sunday
School Year Times:
11:30a.m., 7:00p.m. Sunday

WELCOME!
Pre - Reg. Students & Parents
Collegiate Connection
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Hats
Coffee Mugs
Jewelry

Glassware
Window Stickers
Checkbook Covers
ID Covers
Pens

Pencils
Fleeceware
Windbreakers
Jackets
Squeeze Bottles

Get
10% off
| any one BGSU Item
Expires 7/31/00

531 Ridge Street Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-8333
Across from Mac West

I
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Fake ID use on the rise; clerks taking a closer look
M. MANZA
IMS CAMPUS

SHALISE

The young man standing
before clerk Lori Bardsley with
$93 worth of alcohol, including
vodka and gin, looked young.
Too young.
Bardsley asked for his identification. The young man produced a New Jersey driver's
license that said he was 21. She
consulted a reference book with
pictures of the proper IDs from
every state. She still wasn't sure.
The license looked authentic. But the customer did not
look 21. So the clerk produced
the store's "minor book." Asking
potentially underage customers
to sign it shows that the establishment, Christy's Liquors,
questioned an individual's age
or the validity of their ID.
Bardsley held the New Jersey
license as the young man filled
out the form, making sure he
got all of the information—
middle initial, address, etc.—
correct. When he did, Bardsley
served him.

But the uneasy feeling
remained. Bardsley peered outside as the young man left, and
noticed that the driver and passenger of the car he got into
looked even younger than he.
She called store owner Kevin
Kitson, who notified the
Gloccster, R.I., police about the
incident.
Officer Kimberly Bertholic
saw the car and questioned the
young men. Bertholic confirmed Bardsley's suspicions: all
three were only 17 years old, and
they were from West Warwick,
R.I., not New Jersey.
While at the police station,
the boy with the fake ID told the
police he had purchased it over
the Internet.
Using false identification to
buy alcohol or gain entrance to a
nightclub is not a new trick. In
years past, minors likely borrowed an older sibling's license
or that of a friend with similar
features.
But in this age of rapidly
advancing technology, anything

is available over the Internet.
And with the right tools, in
stock at your local computer
store, the Web isn't even necessary for making nearly flawless
false identification.
The ID used in this case
"almost exactly matched the
(reference) book," Bardsley said.
Sophisticated
computer
methods aren't the only way,
however.
Some minors go to the
Department of Motor Vehicles,
fill out a driver's license application using information from a
friend of legal age, but have their
picture taken for the document.
No matter how they are
obtained, the incidence of fake
IDs is on the rise.
"In the last couple of years,
I've noticed more, but on the
flip side, it could be that we are
better at detecting (fake IDs),"
said Gloccster Police Chief
Jamie Hainsworth. "Access to
the Internet has a lot to do with
it, too. Everything is at your fingertips."
Visiting a search engine and

typing in "fake driver's license"
turns up no less than 10 sites, all
offering "photo ID souvenir
cards" or "novelty IDs."
Templates are available for all SO
states and numerous foreign
countries. For an added fee, you
can purchase the corresponding
hologram,
which
assures
"authenticity."
One company brazenly
states, "If it is a novelty card you
are after to show off to your
friends and have a laugh then
this is not the place for you, if
however on the other hand you
want the Photo I.D. to become
someone you are not and need
exceptional quality material to
do so, then this is the site for
you."
But why pay someone else if
you can do it at home?
"If you have a laser printer
and a good flatbed scanner, you
can make one yourself," said one
high school senior, adding that
"we're much too crafty" to spend
the $30 or more Internet sites
ask for access to templates or to
make an ID.

"They're not only easy to buy
and easy to make, but they're
easy to use," added another student.
Christy's owner Kitson has
been involved in the family business for nearly 30 years. A vocal
advocate for preventing underage drinking, Kitson believes 21
is the legal age for a reason.
"I was in business when the
drinking age was 18," he said.
"Kids were dying left and right.
They can't handle it."
Kitson was proud of his
clerk's actions during the recent
incident.
"She did things textbook," he
said. "It's important for people
to know that if you're uncomfortable for any reason, you can
have (the customer) sign the
minor book. If you're still
uncomfortable, you can refuse
the sale."
The minor book is part of a
Rhode Island statute regulating
liquor sales, and it- works to protect licensed liquor establishments. If something happens
after a sale, a store owner or bar-

tender can produce the book to
show that he or she questioned
the individual's age.
Brenda Amodei, a program
coordinator with Rhode Island's
Department of Mental Health,
Retardation and Hospitals' division of substance abuse, said the
state
received
a
federal
Department of Justice grant to
increase enforcement of the false
identification and underage
drinking laws.
Police departments in cver>
community were given some ol
the money, allowing officers tc
work undercover as clerks in
package stores, and also tc
patrol parking lots for evidenct
of the other method used b)
teens to get alcohol—having
someone of age buy the goods
for them.
Using false identification, a
misdemeanor, can lead to a fine,
and having the offender's real
driver's license suspended.
Buying liquor for or selling to
someone not of drinking age
carries a $250 fine for a first
offense.

www.newtoverealty.com
128 W. Wooster St
Unfurnished efficiency located
above business. FREE water &
sewer. Cat permitted with
502N. Prospect: Efficiency.
Private, close to Campus & down-'
town. FREE water & sewer
114 S. Main St.: 1 bedroom unfurnished above
Wizard Graphics. FREE water/sewer.
128 W. Wooster St.: 1 bedroom unfurnished,
above downtown business. FREE water/sewer.
134 E. Wooster St.: 1 bedroom unfurnished.
Large rooms above downtown business.
131 Clay St.: 1 bedroom lower unit. Close to

111 OI scamp
8:00 p.m.

downtown/City Park/Campus. FREE
water/heat/sewer.
208 E. Merry.: Unfurnished 1 bedroom. FREE
water/sewer.

NEWIPVE

Incoming BGSU Students!

Rentals
352-5620
332 S. Main (Our only office)

When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job . . .

* CELEBRATE IN A t
NEW APARTMENT
824 Sixth St.: 2 bedroom unfurnished. Quiet, private parking lot.
FREE gas/water/sewer.

Ground

920 E. Wooster St.: 2 bedroom furnished. Across from Kohl. FREE
gast/water/sewer.

Offers

534 S. Main St.: 2 bedroom unfurnished. One car garage. Washer/dryer
hookup. New carpet and painting.
131 E. Merry: 2 bedroom unfurnished. Close to everything.

\y'
) (^

507 E. Merry: 2 bedroom furnished.
Private parking. FREE water/sewer.
Across from campus

y

520 E. Reed: 2 bedroom furnished.
Private parking. Across from campus.
FREE water/sewer.
117 1/2 Lehman: 3 bedroom unfurnished located near downtown.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5Hrs„ 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days

♦ Great Work-Out

8

NEWIPVE

*

Rentals

332 S. Mainfour only office)

352-5620

FedEx

5> *

5 Shifts
to Choose
From
♦ Night
&
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr

♦ Sunrise

(3:00am
Tues-Sat
♦ Day
(2:30pm
Mon-Fri
♦ Twilight
(7:00pm
Mon-Fri
♦ Preload
(3:00am
Mon-Fri

50
to $000

to 8:OOam)
$9.00/1

On-Campus
Wednesday,
July 5th
10:00 to 3:00
on the steps of the
EducationBuilding

to 6:30pm)
$8.50/hr
to 10:00pm)
$8.50/hr
to 8:00am)
$9.00/hr

9

We have immediate openings on the
sunrise and twilight shifts

Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

Call for more information

1-800-582-3577
EEO/AA

Summer Hours
Monday - Friday 7am-5pm
Saturday 7am-3pm
Sunday 9am-3pm

Classified Ads
372-6977

P%.

The BG Nr*i -ill not loowiiujly *«pi
advertisement) thai ducnmtriaif. or eiKounic
discnnnnaiion tfairni any individual or jroup
on the bun of race. tci. color, creed, religion.
naJKHuI orifin. iciual onrniaion. duabilnv.
iiMu* as a veteran, or on the ba»i» of any other
legally protected warm

354-0011

Sirloin Steak
TUESDAY

Buy 1 Sandwich j 13
& Regut-arfirink,
ge(yoKfBextdandwlch!!
\for I Penny

Bagels & >/4 Pound
of fcreiun fcheese
( V^Tl.^b
V

WEDNESDAY

, , Valid only at BO Store 1 coupon par
I 1 customer lima 1 with coupon

Vi*d onry « BO Slor* 1 coupon per
customer Limrl 1 HA* coupon
EXPIRES Augojt 31. 2000

Cashiers - now hiring all shitls
Benefits & Commission Available
Apply BP Oil 1670 E Wooster

Services Offered

THURSDAY

\Laktb Cniclsen

I I EXPIRES August 31. 2000

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
overtime hours, around your college
and personal schedule, work a minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus overtime. Many college
students work here. Starling pay is
$5.30 per hour wilh an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours ol service with the company. These are unskilled jobs Involving assembling and packaging
ol small parts. Apply in person between the hours ol 9:00 AM and
5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.. INC. 428 Clough St, Bowling Green, OH. only 2 blocks from
campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Female rrnle. needed for 2 bdrm.
apt. Close to campus, tidy, responsible. For into call 352-9693.

MANAGEMENT

Subleasers needed. 2 bdrm. apl. air.
cond. $575 mo. start Aug. 1. 507 E.
Merry »6 354-0245

1)0 E Washington Street. Bowling Gn

Help Wanted

354-6036
9a.ni.-5p.m.

Apparel Merchandising
Fashion
Retail
Start up needs summer intern
or full time. Stipend/salary
Submit resume to
Cheryl@eeekadvertising.com

Graduate Student Housing
Take a virtual tour at:
www.hlghland_mgmt.com

803 -815 8th St.
2 bedroom Apts.
S460-S550/mo.
12 mo. lease

Ihe Technology Support Center
Mfy://vm»wigiu.ew/oHk«i/ih/tt(h!uf>poft/
179 HoytiHoll. 372-0999
lic@bqnel iqiu.edu

Bowling Green
Sraie University

For Sale
1990 Plymouth Grand Voyager, 1st
owner, good cond , runs well, V-6.
186K. $1200, 0.B0. 419-352-9999.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. at 19.9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 exl4558

For Rent
" 1 & 2 bdrm. apts. low as $355 "
Rooms for male students $210 mo.
Call 353-0325
1 & 2 bedroom furnished apartments
9 & 12 month leases
352-7454

Rooms for grads
plus util S 1 bdrm
plus util. in 100
house. Loads ol
0153 or 352-9925.

- $225 & $265
upper apt $435
yr. old historic
character. 353-

i'.v Two Greet Locations
In Toledo &. Bowling Green!

a

Enjoy 27 C .'" !f*nt Appetizers Homemade
Soups Steaks Chops A ft«bs, 50 Sond.viches
100 Brands of Beer, Seafood <4 Desserts
Extensive Children s Menu & Special
titrthday Celebrations Available1
'nfi Certificate! Avatoli In

Trio Home stood Graduate Housing
130 E. Washington
One and two bedroom A/C,
on-stle laundry, ceramic lie.
soundprool construction, skyights
dishwashers, voutted ceilings

■

■

I Fun Pood, Fun Times |
For Fun People!
BRHJHBtjl
& Golden Buckeye

ftorn S4557rno.

I

! S Main. Bowling Green • J53-0988 • 822 Woshingtor ...... fciir'do • 255-0010

£best eatery
Th« Toledo BUdc RrsUurant Critic.
May 14. 1999

I've long argued

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Tutor calculus lor summer term. Pay
based on students final grade. High
dollar potential, serious inquiries only. 330-225-0015, leave message

M

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom. laundiY locates
in Wctg. ale. quiet
From S395/mo.

The Technology Infrastructure Project ■ Building an Electronic Community

Part or full-time sorters or cleaners
$750 hr. Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St
Person needed to help develop
company brochure on computer.
Exp. with Microsoft Publisher or
equivalent software required. Call
him 1-800-627-6276.

310 E. Merry 1 room avail $227.50,
on-site laundry. Available Aug.
2000. 373-0038.

Financial Analysis Intern
Financial Company
needs summer intern
submit resume to
Cheryl@eeekadvertising.com
Mark subject "Financial Intern" stipend

Jay-Mar Apartments

We've go!
1 answers!

Now hiring telephone order clerks
tor both shifts 9am-2pm or 5pm9pm. $6 hr. & commission. 2 blocks
Irom campus. 353-8705, Matt

EARN EXTRA MONEY, work Irom
your dorm or apartment. Call Darren
Goodman (BGSU student) 354-6308

Dr. Dave M.D. Masonry doctor
35 yrs. exp. specializing in tuck
j painting, porch repairs, chimney repairs, etc. Masonry repair of any
I kind. 419-727-8076 and 470-2943

Wanted

You've go!
questions..

Mr. Spot's is now hiring
Full & pt. time positions available for
grill & delivery. Apply in person.
Monday - Friday 2-7pm.

Business PJan Writer

Swiss Steak
Stuffeo Porls Cnop

AZG Research now has immediate
openings for market research interviewers. No selling involved! Starling pay SSTH. ($7/hr after 30 days)
Stop in to apply or call tor info.
13330 Bishop Rd. 352-8115 ext. 0.

Start up needs summer intern or
full-time
Stipend/Salary
Submit resume to:
CherylOeeekadvertising.com
Mark subject "Business Plan"

Tne BG Ne-i reserve* the nghi 10 decline, dncontiime or revise any advertisement iuch u
tboK round to be defamatory, lacking in latin
al bun. mi.lead mr M fatve in nature All
ad teniir me mi are subject 10 editing and
approval

Cerrifiee Anju. Le«|

Help Wanted

SSS INTERNET GOLD $$$
Ground floor opportunity with an incredible E-commerce business. Unlimited income potential! Intereted?
e-mail inquires to gwulff@aol.com

MONDAY

522 E. Wooster St.
FREE DELIVERY

NEWS

DINNER
SPECIALS

Help Wanted

botweenToledo
and Columbus

f

Need some
Career
Direction
Call Todayl
1045 N Main St.
Unit #6
Bowling Green

Lei Staffmark be your guide!
Positions Available
Manufacturing, Customer Service,

353-9425

Clerical, Forklift Operator,

Picking up the pace
Interior construction for the technology infrastructure project may be done
sooner than originally thought.
Unhampered by the wet weather and
unmarked utility lines encountered
outside, the inside work has stayed on,
and even slightly ahead of, a schedule
going well into November. (Interior
construction involves building and
modifying rooms, and creating pathways
within buildings to hold cables.)
As of last week, work was done in
four buildings—including the Popular
Culture and Social Philosophy and Policy
centers—and continuing in about 40
others. It's set to begin in 26 more
buildings in the next two weeks as the
contractor, Romanoff Electric Corp.,
works toward a goal of finishing student
residences and major academic buildings before fall classes begin in August.

Staffmark
Try Something Different

Interior construction doesn't include
installation of cabling and electronics,
which is just beginning and will continue through September 2001. Only the
connections within shared spaces such
as computer labs will be rewired in
residence halls, where individual rooms
were redone a couple years ago.
Look for weekly project updates in
"The BG News.'Construction updates
are available via the BGsupernet hotline
(2-0500) and on the Web at
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupcrnet.

lwww.bgsu.edu/recsports
FACILITY HOURS
SRC and PFH Summer Hours

Ml

Student Recreation Center
Monday-Friday:
9:00am-8:00pm
Saturday:
11:00am-6:00pm

FITWELL CENTER
SUMMER HOURS t^7
MAY 29-Auqusi 9 ^<
(locAiEd IN IHE MEZZANINC ol ThE SRC)
ANd WedNEsdAy:
NOON-5:00PM

TUESCJAV

Sunday:
Closed

Perry Field House
Monday-Thursday:
9:00am-6:00pm
(9:00am-Noon, tours only please)

Interior construction includes this "rack"
(electronic hub) in the Building Distribution Frame at WBGU-TV. The BDF is the
main distribution point connecting the
data and voice electronic systems within a
building to its external wiring.

BGSU

M

T

■

w

Hap

Saturday-Sunday:
Closed

4:00:

Map

Kick
tax

INTRAMURALS

S:SO:

Klek
box

Funk Klek
ban

Summer Office Hours
130 Perry Field House
May 15-August 11
Monday-Thursday:
10:00am to 1:00pm

Ml

AEROBICS
Summer Aerobic* Schedule
Noon:

Friday:
9:00am-Noon (tours only)

A handful of buildings with less
impact on students would wait until late
August or early September, according to
the current plan. But virtually everything
would still be done by the end of
October.
Outside construction west of Mercer
Road and south of Merry Avenue also
remains scheduled for completion
before students return in August.The
anticipated completion date for all
construction at Firelands is Sept. 5, while
the rest of the outside work on the
Bowling Green campus should be
finished by mid-September.

352-9145(fax)

Maintenance & General Labor

Map Map
torn bo

Map

wrr wrr
WIT
work work work
out out
out

•Oak
box
Funk
wrr
work
out

(and by appointment)

Entry Deadlines...
/Men's Women's and Co-n
•oftball entries d
Wednesday, July

Hi
For more info about any of these
Open to oil university itudenti. Tdculty.
itarr and their tpouiei. Entry form, are
available at the Petty Field Houte.
Student
Dec
Center and at
nttp //www bgiu edu/otficei/iecsports/imic

programs, please call
372-2711.

i
rV

Map
Combo

